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Abstract
The polymer glass transition is an important property in a wide variety of applications. The
glass transition temperature of a polymer composite or confined thin film can be significantly
different to the pure polymer. Molecular dynamics simulations are useful for providing molecular
level insight and prediction, particularly at interfaces, that are not easily observable experimentally. However, there are significant methodological uncertainties in calculating the polymer glass
transition temperature using molecular dynamics simulations. In this work we investigate how
the cooling method, fitting range and statistical variation affects the calculated glass transition
temperature of polyethylene. We found that it is necessary to perform multiple independent
simulations to obtain statistically significant results, and that appropriate fitting ranges must be
chosen. The methodological findings were used to investigate the difference in glass transition
temperature between pure polyethylene and a polyethylene film confined between graphene
surfaces. It was found that the glass transition temperature of a 9 nm thick confined film was
higher than bulk polyethylene by approximately 15 K.
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Introduction

and measurements can be affected by the presence of impurities or defects.

Polymer composites are used in a wide variety of applications that take advantage of their
mechanical, thermal and electrical properties.
The properties of a polymer composite depend
strongly on the properties of the polymer-filler
interface, and it is therefore desirable to understand the structure and dynamical properties
near the interface. One of the important composite properties is the glass transition temperature, Tg , below which the polymer exhibits hard
and relatively brittle glassy properties. The effect of an interface on the Tg of a polymer thin
film has been a source of controversy in literature, with experiments predicting a wide range
of shifts in Tg for polystyrene thin films [1, 2].
Experimentally, it is challenging to probe the interface, as spectroscopic measurements are often
dominated by the signal from the bulk material

Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
can provide insight into the structure and dynamics near the interface, including the glass
transition temperature of polymers and thin
films and a number of MD studies have studied
glassy polymers [3]. There have also been several studies of how surfaces affect Tg of a thin
polymer film. Free-standing polystyrene (PS)
thin films, were found to have a lower Tg at the
boundary layer compared to the centre of the
film [4, 5], which is in qualitative agreement with
an earlier study by Morita et al who also found
that Tg of a polymer is lower in the boundary
layer than in the bulk [6]. For supported polymer
films, a study found that weak interactions with
the substrate lowered the polymer Tg whereas
strong interactions increased Tg [7]. A study of
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PS at weakly and strongly attractive structureless surfaces found that Tg is 20-50 K higher near
the solid surface depending on the strength of
polymer–surface attraction [8]. These findings
are supported by another study that found that
relaxation times were shorter for weak substrate
interactions [9], indicating a lower Tg , and longer
for strong interactions. In general, for simulations with structured surfaces, polymer dynamics near an attractive solid surface are slower
than in the bulk [10, 11, 12], which indicates an
increase in Tg .
While simulations have provided an understanding of how a substrate affects the glass transition temperature, challenges remain in quantifying the change in Tg due to a surface, in part
due to the variation in surface models used as
discussed above, but also due to the methodology for obtaining the glass transition temperature in simulations. The methodological details
for calculating Tg are rarely discussed, but here
we show that they can have a significant impact on the results. In simulations Tg is usually
determined by cooling an equilibrated polymer
melt at a specified cooling rate, Γ, and measuring where the density vs temperature undergoes
a gradient change, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Tg
is found by a linear fit to the fluid and glassy
branches of the density–temperature curves as
shown in Fig. 1(b). However, there are several
variations and uncertainties in the calculation of
Tg . First, Tg is known to depend on the cooling rate [13, 14], and in simulations the cooling rates are many orders of magnitude faster
than experimental cooling rates, and to obtain a
reasonable estimate for Tg results for a series of
fast cooling rates must be extrapolated to slow
cooling rates. Second, cooling is usually simulated using either linear [13] or stepped cooling
[8, 13] as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Under linear
cooling the temperature is gradually reduced at
a constant rate, while stepped cooling reduces
the temperature in a stepwise fashion with time
between the steps of constant temperature simulation to allow for equilibration. Third, Tg is
sensitive to the ranges used for fitting the fluid
and glassy regimes [15, 5]. Finally, there is sig-

Figure 1: (a) Schematic showing different cooling
methods: linear (green solid line) and stepped
(red dashed line) (b) An example of the fitting
method of density vs temperature curves used to
determine Tg .

nificant statistical variation in simulations and
a large number of independent simulations are
required [15].
The cooling technique and fitting ranges used are
often unreported in literature, and most studies do not mention if they have performed more
than a single independent simulation at a particular cooling rate. To obtain a quantitive estimate of the shift in Tg at a surface, it is essential
to thoroughly test the sensitivity of Tg with the
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the radius of gyration, Rg , and the end-to-end
distance, Re , to find where they reached their
equilibrium values. This procedure was repeated
to produce 100 independent starting configurations.

above mentioned effects. In this study we investigate the shift in Tg in a polyethylene (PE) thin
film confined between graphene surfaces, carefully accounting for the effect of stepped vs linear
cooling techniques, fitting range, and statistical
variation.
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For the surface a similar procedure was performed. A graphene sheet was placed in the xyplane of the simulation box (3.19 × 3.40 × 10 nm)
and 60 precoiled chains (20 of each initial structure) were inserted randomly to the simulation
box as before. In this instance 60 chains were
added to ensure the resulting film would be thick
enough to return to a bulk-like region within
the centre. Periodic boundaries were applied in
all directions to give a film of PE confined between graphene sheets. An energy minimisation
was performed and the system was then simulated for 10 ps of NVT simulation, followed by
10 ns of NPT simulation for equilibration. During the NPT simulation the box was only allowed
to adjust in the z direction in order to maintain
the size of the graphene sheet. This procedure
was repeated to produce 20 independent starting
configurations. This resulted in film thicknesses
of approximately 9 nm at 500 K.

Methodology

Polyethylene (PE) chains were modelled using a version of the Paul-Yoon-Smith (PYS)
united atom (UA) force field, which was developed for long chain alkanes [16] and treats the
CH2 and CH3 groups (referred to as ’beads’ or
’monomers’) as identical. Bond stretches are represented by harmonic potentials using the parameters from Chang et al [17]. The dihedral
potential parameters were taken from Ramos et
al [14]. Graphene sheets were modelled with
uncharged, fixed atoms using LJ parameters
from the DREIDING force field [18]. Potential forms and parameters for polyethylene and
graphene are reported in the Supporting Information.

Cooling simulations were performed using
stepped and linear cooling at cooling rates ranging from Γ = 0.005 − 0.9 K ps−1 . In both cases
temperature and pressure were controlled using a Nose-Hoover thermostat and barostat with
damping parameters of 0.1 and 1 ps respectively.
In the case of linear cooling the temperature was
ramped down linearly from 500 to 100 K over
the length of time necessary to achieve the desired cooling rate. During stepped cooling the
temperature was reduced in 20 K steps from 500
For the bulk simulations 30 of the pre-coiled to 100 K, with step duration adjusted to reach
chains (10 of each initial structure) were ran- the desired cooling rate.
domly inserted within a simulation box (20 ×
20 × 20 nm). Periodic boundary conditions were In simulations of the confined thin film the carapplied in all directions to provide bulk-like be- bon atoms of the graphene sheet are fixed in
haviour. The system was energy minimised to place by holding them at 0 K. This has implicaprevent any overlapping atoms and 100 ps of tions on the temperature of the PE chains comNVT simulation was performed. This was fol- pared to the overall system temperature that is
lowed by 30 ns of NPT simulation for equili- being controlled by the thermostat. Therefore
bration. This equilibration time was determined the density/temperature curves used to deterto be sufficient through analysing the density, mine the glass transition of the PE film is using
All MD simulations were performed using the
LAMMPS software [19]. The simulations were
prepared by first running an isolated 50 bead
chain in vacuum for a few picoseconds to allow the polymer to coil. This was performed
three times and the resulting polymers were used
to generate starting configurations. Two different systems have been investigated: a bulk
PE melt, and a thin PE film between sheets of
graphene.
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the temperatures calculated for the PE chains directly, and not of the overall system. The cooling rate obtained by dividing the difference in
the initial and final temperatures by the total
simulation time is slightly different than those
performed from the bulk and the data has been
plotted appropriately.
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Results and Discussion

We first present structural properties for PE in
bulk and thin film. We next investigate the effect
of statistics, cooling method, and fitting range
on Tg for bulk PE. Finally, we apply the optimal
technique to a PE thin film confined between two
graphene surfaces.

3.1

Properties of PE thin films

Bulk properties for bulk PE including density
and Rg were calculated and found to be in good
agreement with previous simulations studies. We
obtained a density of 0.755 g cm−3 for a system with 50-monomer chains at 500 K, which is
slightly higher than the density of 0.730 g cm−3
for 50-monomer chains at 509 K obtained by Hur
et al [20]. Ramos et al obtained 0.795 g cm−3 for
longer 192-monomer chains at a temperature of
500 K. For 50-monomer PE chains, we obtained
an Rg of 1.03 nm at 500 K in comparison to
1.04 nm obtained by Hur et al [20]. A comparison of Rg for different chain lengths is given in
Figure 2: (a) Snapshot of PE film near a
Supporting Information.
graphene surface. The graphs show variation of
Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of the confined film (b) density, (c) Rg and Re , and (d) conformaalongside structural properties, which have been tion tensor, with distance z from the graphene
symmetrised across the film and analysed as a surface.
function of distance, z, from the graphene surface. A layered structure near the graphene surRg and Re vs distance for the thin film. Near
face can been seen from the snapshot of the systhe surface Rg and Re are significantly higher
tem and the monomer density profile in Fig. 2(a)
than their bulk values of 1.03 nm and 2.68 nm,
and (b). The high density peaks become smaller
respectively. They reach their bulk values after
until the monomer density reaches the bulk denapproximately 3 nm.
sity in the centre of the film. This layering is
a typical feature for polymers at solid surfaces The conformation tensor, shown in Fig. 2(d),
[21, 22, 23, 9, 11, 24, 25, 12]. Fig. 2(c) shows gives information about the orientation of the
4

polymer chains. The conformation tensor is de- were 189 K and 300 K, highlighting the importance in performing multiple independent simfined as:
hReα Reβ i
ulations. Performing just one simulation in this
Cαβ = 3
(1)
2
instance could result in a value for Tg that is over
hRe,bulk
i
60 K from what would be obtained from averagwhere α and β are Cartesian components of the ing across a large number of simulations.
Re vector. For the bulk polymer with randomly
oriented chains, Cαα = 1 and Cαβ = 0. For the To determine how the error in the obtained Tg
thin film the off-diagonal terms will be zero and varied with the number of simulations performed
the diagonal terms Cαα will no longer equal unity statistical bootstrapping was performed. From
but we expect Cxx and Cyy to be equal as there the 100 values obtained for Tg a random samis no symmetry breaking parallel to the surface ple of N simulations was selected, with nothing
plane. We therefore consider the Czz element, preventing a given value being selected multiwhich is perpendicular to the graphene surface, ple times, and the average of this sample was
and Cpar = 12 (Cxx + Cyy ) which is parallel to taken. This process was repeated 100 times and
the graphene surface. The conformation tensor the standard deviation of the average values was
profile shows that near the graphene surface the taken as the error after N simulations was compolymer chains stretch out parallel to the surface pleted. The results of the bootstrapping are
and flatten in the z-direction. This stretching of shown in Fig. 3. After 20 simulations the erthe polymer chains along the interface has been ror was reduced to below 5 K, and we decided to
previously seen in a study of a polystyrene-gold use 20 simulations for all cooling rates.
interface [26].

3.2

3.2.1

Methodology for calculating the
glass transition temperature
Statistical variation

We start our investigations of Tg by looking at
the statistical variation in independent simulations. To quantify the variation, 100 independent simulations were run using stepped cooling
at a cooling rate 0.9 K ps−1 . This is the highest cooling rate investigated in this work, and is
therefore expected to have the largest variability. To estimate Tg the fitting ranges were fixed
at 100-200 K for the glassy (low T ) branch, and
300-500 K for the fluid (high T ) branch.
Figure 3: Running average (circles, primary
axis) and error (triangles, secondary axis) of
The running average of Tg from these indepenT with increasing number of simulations at
dent simulations is shown in Fig. 3, reaching an g
0.9 K ps−1 .
average value of 238 K over all 100 simulations.
The running average decreases with the number
of simulations due to the first simulation having It has been reported that there is a large statisa very high value of Tg , and the Tg values show a tical variability in the glass transition temperGaussian distribution (see Supporting Informa- ature obtained by simulation. In a study of a
tion. The minimum and maximum values of Tg generic bead spring polymer model it was found
5

that there was still significant statistical errors
in the obtained Tg after 55 independent simulations [15]. It has previously been observed
that for very thin films that exhibit slow glasslike dynamics, there can be a large variation
in film properties, such as density and Re [11],
and therefore averaging over several independent
simulations provides improved sampling compared to extending simulation times.

3.2.2

the values all fall within the standard error between the two methods, however at the higher
cooling rates the values obtained using stepped
cooling fall higher than those obtained using linear cooling. Using linear cooling also results in
a higher uncertainty in the obtained glass transition temperature and so stepped cooling was
used for the remaining Tg simulations.
We note that an alternative method, called sampled cooling has also been used in literature [14].
This method starts with linear cooling of a melt,
then takes snapshots at regular intervals (different temperatures) that can be used as a starting point for extending the simulations at constant temperature. For all the cooling methods,
we would expect the results to be similar if the
cooling rate allows for sufficient sample equilibration [15].

Cooling technique

We investigate the effect of linear vs stepped
cooling (as described in Section 2) on Tg . Eight
cooling rates ranging from 0.005 up to 0.9 K ps−1
were simulated, and 20 independent simulations
were performed at each cooling rate. The results
are shown in Figure 4. The fitting ranges were
set to 100-200 K for the glassy branch and 3003.2.3
500 K for the fluid branch.

Fitting Range

Next we investigate the sensitivity of Tg to
the temperature ranges used to fit the fluid
and glassy branches of the density–temperature
curves. We took 20 independent stepped cooling
simulations at three cooling rates of 0.005, 0.04
and 0.9 K ps−1 . We defined the fitting range of
the glassy branch from the minimum temperature of 100 K to T1 , and the fitting range of the
fluid branch from T2 up to the highest temperature of 500 K. These branches are then fit with
linear functions of the form
ρglass (T ) = A1 T + B1
ρfluid (T ) = A2 T + B2
as shown in Fig. 1. The larger the fitting range,
the more data points are included, which should
Figure 4: Tg vs cooling rate for stepped (red improve the fit, until the range overlaps with Tg ,
squares) and linear (green triangles) cooling which should be avoided.
methods. Error bars show the standard error
The dependence of the gradients, A1 and A2 , on
over the 20 independent simulations.
T1 and T2 , respectively, is shown in Fig. 5 for a
cooling rate of 0.04 K ps−1 . For the fluid branch,
As can be seen there is good agreement between shown in Fig. 5(b), the gradient decreases in
the two cooling methods, particularly for slower magnitude as T2 decreases (apart from the point
cooling. At the lower cooling rates investigate at high T2 that has a very larger error) and
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becomes approximately constant around 300350 K, before again decreasing in magnitude, indicating a crossover from fluid to glassy regimes.
For the glassy branch (Fig. 5(a)), which is over a
smaller temperature range, the gradient rapidly
increases in magnitude as T1 crosses over into
the fluid branch. However, neither the fluid
branch nor the glassy branch have a sizeable
range where the gradient remains approximately
constant, which is a consequence of the gradual
change in gradient with temperature, as opposed
to a sharp transition at Tg . A similar outcome
can be found from the variation of B1 and B2
with fitting range, shown in Supporting Information.
Given that we cannot determine a specific fitting range from the density, we now look at the
variation of Tg with the fitting range. Our aim
is to find a range that can be used for all independent simulations and gives the most reliable
estimate for Tg . We note that if a wider range
of cooling rates were used then the fitting range
may need to be adjusted with cooling rate as Tg
decreases with slower cooling rates but here we
have focused on finding a single range for all cooling rates. Fig. 6 shows the average Tg for each
combination of T1 and T2 at a cooling rate of
Γ=0.04 K ps−1 . For the fitting ranges to be considered valid, Tg must lie between T1 and T2 . The
hatched area on Figure 6 indicates the region
where this condition is not met. Similar graphs
were produced for the slowest and fastest cooling rates of 0.005 and 0.9 K ps−1 , respectively,
shown in Supporting Information. Based on all
three cases, values of T1 =180 K and T2 =300 K
were chosen, which satisfied the above condition
and allowed for a reasonable range of data to be
fit for each branch. Using this range, we calculated the thermal expansion coefficient of PE
in the fluid phase and obtained a value of (6.26
± 0.05) ×10−4 K ps−1 , which is in reasonable
agreement with experiment and previously calculations. More information is available in Supporting Information.

Figure 5: Dependence of the average gradients
on fitting range for (a) the glassy and (b) the
fluid branches using a cooling rate of 0.04 K ps−1 .

it was possible to obtain a 70 K variation in Tg
from the same set of 20 simulations, whilst still
meeting the condition T1 < Tg < T2 (see Supporting Information). Tg was found to be particularly sensitive to T1 , the boundary for fitA key point highlighted by this analysis is the ting the glassy branch, with Tg consistently inlarge variation in Tg on the fitting range. In the creasing with increasing T1 for each cooling rate
most extreme case at a cooling rate of 0.9 K ps−1 tested. An alternative technique used for fitting
7

Figure 7: Tg vs Γ for PE in bulk (blue circles)
and thin film (red squares).

Figure 6: Average Tg for varying values of T1
and T2 obtained at Γ = 0.04 K ps−1 . The black
hatched area indicates a region where Tg lies outFor bulk PE, we found A=−1538 K, B=0.07 ×
side the range between T1 and T2 .
10−4 K ps−1 and Tg 0 =120 K. Ramos et al
obtained fitting parameters of A=-368.7 K,
the density vs temperature curves is to fit an
B=230×10−4 K ps−1 and Tg 0 =214 K. They
hyperbola to the data and determine Tg using
noted quantitative agreement between their
either the asymtote tangent intersection or the
value for Tg 0 and the value of Tg 0 =215 K obcoordinate of the hyperbola centre [27] and futained by Yi et al [29]. While our obtained Tg 0
ture work could compare the fitting techniques
is significantly lower than those reported by Yi
used here with the hyperbola method.
and Ramos, we note that Yi et al used a linear fit to obtain this value, and their individual
3.3 Glass transition temperature for values of Tg are closer to those obtained in this
work. Yang et al obtained a slightly lower Tg of
bulk PE and PE thin films
200 K using a single cooling simulation at a cooling rate of 0.05 K ps−1 [30], for a system of two
The glass transition temperature is expected to
300 monomer chains and using a different force
vary with cooling rate as follows
field. Simulation predictions for Tg are shown in
Supporting Information.
A
Tg (Γ) = Tg 0 +
(2)
ln(BΓ)
Experimental measurements of Tg have varied
where Tg 0 is the glass transition temperature at significantly in the literature, partially due to
infinitely low cooling rates, Γ is the cooling rate difficulties with separating the glass transition
and A and B are fitting parameters [28]. Fur- from crystallisation [31]. Measured values for Tg
ther discussion about the dependence of Tg on include 231±9 K [32], 190-200 K [33], 237 K [34],
cooling rate can be found in Buchholz et al [15]. and 253 K [35]. Our simulations are performed
Fig. 7 shows the results obtained for Tg vs cool- at very high cooling rates where PE stays in an
ing rate for the PE bulk and film with curves fit amorphous state. Our Tg values at these high
cooling rates are within the experimental range,
to equation (2).
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polystyrene on gold [11]. In addition, a graphene
surface will enhance crystallisation of PE, as observed for an adsorbed PE chain [36]. Crystallisation is not observed in the current simulations
due to the very high cooling rates but would be
an important consideration in slower cooling and
in experimental measurements. Third, the Tg
shift also is specific to a 9 nm confined film and
would vary quantitively with film width. Further work could focus on determining the Tg inWe now compare the Tg of the 9 nm thin film unterphase width, similar to the layer analysis apder confinement between graphene layers to the
proach of Hudzinskyy et al [8].
bulk value. In order to ensure that the chosen fitting range would be suitable for the PE thin film,
a similar analysis, as described in section 3.2.3,
was performed on PE thin films at cooling rates 4 Conclusions
of 1.07, 0.05 and 0.006 K ps−1 and is shown in
Supporting Information. The 9 nm confined PE The polymer glass transition is an important
film shows a clear increase in Tg compared to property for many applications. MD simulations
the bulk, approximately 15 K higher for slower can provide insight into how an interface affects
cooling rates, but then only slightly higher for the glass transition temperature, however, studfaster cooling. This variation is likely due to ies rarely discuss the methodological details used
poorer statistics associated with the faster cool- to calculate T . In this work we have carried
g
ing simulations. This is in qualitative agreement out a careful analysis of the impacts of statistiwith a previous simulation study of polystyrene cal variation, cooling method and fitting range
that found an increase of Tg near a solid sur- on the T obtained from MD simulations and
g
face [8]. For the PE film the fit to equation (2) applied this to investigate how T of PE changes
g
gave A=−2036 K, B=0.0008 × 10−4 K ps−1 and when a thin film is confined between graphene
Tg 0 =133 K. The increase in Tg 0 is 13 K, which surfaces.
is similar to the difference in Tg at the slower
From our results it is clear that multiple indecooling rates simulated here.
pendent simulations should be performed at each
There are several issues that affect our calcu- cooling rate investigated, as independent simulalation of Tg and Tg 0 . First, we note that the tions result in a significant variation in T . For
g
value of Tg 0 obtained here is very sensitive to example, at a cooling rate of 0.9 K ps−1 , 100
statistical variation, with small changes in the simulations gave an average T of 238 K, and
g
values of Tg resulting in significant changes in a standard deviation of 22 K. The choice of coolTg 0 . The fit could be improved with additional ing method (stepped vs linear) has little impact
simulations at each cooling rate, and simulations on T . However, the fitting ranges used have a
g
at even slower cooling rates. Second, the shift in significant impact and for extreme cases can reTg from bulk to the confined film will also depend sult in a difference of up to 70 K in the average
on the nature of the surface. Our model uses T from a sample of 20 independent simulations.
g
a graphene layer, modelled by fixed uncharged This demonstrates the significance dependence
atoms, and this may not represent quantitatively on the statistics and fitting, and why it is of utthe PE-graphene interaction. This could be im- most importance to report this information in
proved using a hierarchical modelling approach simulation studies of the glass transition.
that uses quantum simulations to parameterise
the PE-graphene force field parameters, similar We applied a consistent methodology for investito the development of an interface potential for gation of the impact of graphene surface on the
however, our predicted Tg 0 , which is more representative of experimental cooling rates, is much
lower than experimental values of Tg . While
we expect Tg 0 from simulations of short polymer chains to be lower than experimental Tg 0
measurements of high molecular weight polymers, we note that there is a large uncertainty in
the fit over cooling rates due to statistical variation.
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glass transition temperature of PE. For a 9 nm
thick film confined between graphene surfaces,
the Tg increased, compared to bulk, across all
cooling rates tested, with an increase in Tg 0 of
13 K. However, we note that the fitting to cooling rate is very sensitive to statistical fluctuations. In summary, we note that calculations of
Tg should perform a high number of independent
MD simulations and that significant care should
be taken in analysis and interpretation of the results.
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